
Where Are They Now? – April 
 
Where is Earl Holtgrefe? 
 
This is a question that some REALM members have posed recently.  
 
I started my employment with Martin Marietta in 1963 and retired in 1994.  Most of my 
time was spent in the MicroElectronics department, working with many fine people 
including George Alexander and Ken Brown.   
 
After I retired, I joined REALM (formerly known as RAMM) and became the Editor of 
the monthly newsletter.  That was a big responsibility, but one that I enjoyed immensely. 
 
Let me say that life is good with many hobbies and activities that keep me in check.  My 
health seems better this year than last year which is encouraging.  Our four children are 
settled in four different corners of the world, literally – in California, Florida, 
Pennsylvania and Australia!  Among my greatest pleasures are the trips we enjoy when 
we visit with them. 
 
Weeks fly by as each day I have an agenda.  I enjoy a weekly poker game, computer 
work, photography, lunch with friends from Lockheed Martin and also spending time 
with people I met when I volunteered at the Orlando Science Center.  At OSC I had many 
good experiences working with Garth Meyers and others, including the late Charlie Erd.  
In addition to all of the above, my wife finds honeydew jobs to keep me from becoming 
too relaxed!   
 
Strange as it sounds, during our 50 wonderful years of marriage, we have never owned a 
dog.  On a lark-- perhaps because of Bill Towles and his many happy dog stories -- one 
Sunday last December  I convinced Dottie to ‘just look’ at the dogs at the SPCA and 
that’s all it took.  That very day we adopted Daisy, the cutest, most intelligent dog in the 
entire universe! 
 
Daisy has been a wonderful addition to our happy home.  Wherever we go, she goes.  She 
loves to ride in the car and walk with us around Lake Eola and the lake at Crane’s Roost.  
She has injected new excitement and life into our routine and she is company for me 
when Dottie is away teaching.  My biggest worry is that I might “step on her” as she is 
always under my feet.  She is an amazing eight-pound Chihuahua/Terrier mix bundle of 
joy. 
 
I have had some health issues --but have been fortunate in that I have been encouraged to 
seek good professionals.  I am working with a doctor at Shands Hospital at the University 
of Florida -- a doctor who is on the cutting edge of research for Parkinson’s disease, and 
has prescribed Carbidopa, resulting in life-changing results.  He tells me that I am doing 
well and I do believe he is correct.   
 
Dottie and I are thoroughly enjoying my retirement! 



 


